
Attachment Setups



Scribe
There are two regulators, lube canister, and flow control valve 
for the scribe.
One regulator controls the down pressure, the other controls the 
air powering scribe, and the lube canister applies oil to air 
powering scribe

There is also a flow control valve and two solenoid valves located
on x axis near scribe cylinder. The valves are powered from the 
aux ac line on bottom of control box. No adjustments.
The flow control valve just eliminates scribe from slamming up 
and down and can be adjusted to suit.



When you pick the scribe tool for an operation in sheetcam the 
computer program will automatically apply the offset in the x 
and y axis. Your torch will still be your zero zero point.
If you find the scribe offset is incorrect, it can be adjusted in 
sheetcam.
In sheetcam click options, then machine, then post processor, 
then edit post.
A new window will pop up, maximize it. Locate near the top 
scriber offset.
These numbers MUST BE in millimeters. Do not change z axis 



offset only x and y. Notice Y will be negative. Once complete 
close and yes on save. You will need to re generate gcode for 
these changes to take affect.



Oxy Fuel
Oxy fuel addon is another custom profile for both sheetcam and 
control program. The entire process is the same, however be sure
to generate gcode with the oxy sheetcam, and run program with 
oxy control program. You will need to set top of material at Z 
zero manually.

Router
If you purchased a router add on:
To install:
Power down control box
Remove torch holder and install in torch support cradle.
unplug z home switch and remove two 1/4" allen 
bolts holding torch plate on.
Plug supplied jumper in to the z probe switch plug.
Install router plate using 4 1/4" allen bolts
Plug router cord into 110volt cord exiting cable 
carrier 
Close control program and start router control 
program.
Be sure to generate GCODE via the router 
sheetcam, not plasma version.

You will need to define Z zero as top of material before 
routing. There is no probe cycle in routing.



Rotary
These are directions for round only systems:

If you purchased a rotary add on:
Please set up and learn to operate the flat table 
first, as rotary is much more difficult. 
shut down control software, and 
power down control box (using front panel 
buttons). This is very important as unplugging 
motor when power is on will burn up the driver. 
Once control box is powered down, unplug the 



"X" axis motor (Bottom  plug on side of box) by 
grasping the  plug, not by tugging the wires, now 
install the rotary motor plug into that slot. 
Remove the torch from the clamps. It is a good 
idea to mark the torch body as to depth in 
clamps as to facilitate quicker change back to 
flat cutting.
Install the extended torch clamp arm. This can 
be installed either going up or down, this will be 
determined by diameter of pipe being cut.  

There are many adjustments you can make:
1.Frame has four adjustable legs to level it, on 



same "plane" as torch travel. 
2.Headstock raises up and down via screw to 
accommodate different diameter pipe. 
3.Torch arm extends in and out, and also can 
twist to allow bevel cutting.
4.Pipe support saddles have two sets of slots to 
install rollers. Use the outer slots for pipe larger 
than 9”

We have found clamping just the end of tubing and rolling it 
can cause very bad cuts on long material. We have found a 
very simple solution, we now supply rotary systems with a 



moveable adjustable strap. This strap should be located close 
to the roller support, and between it and the chuck. As the 
tube gets shorter from being cut, the strap can be removed.

Initial set up procedure is:
1.Locate rotary frame using a tape measure 5" 
from table structure to side of rotary frame.(if 
cutting larger than 8” pipe you may need to set 
rotary system further away. Make sure it is 
parallel to machine and the motor does not hit 
pipe) Front of chuck jaws should not extend 
beyond front of flat table frame. If it does you run 



the risk of torch hitting chuck.

2.using 4 leveling legs on frame, set machine 
level in both axis, same as was done for flat 
table.
3.Once you are operational in the rotary 
controller, load a piece of pipe. Lower the z axis 
so you have at least 2” of “up” travel. Now install 
torch into extension arm clamp, lowering torch 
till it rests on the pipe. Extend the arm till torch is 



centered on pipe, using a square adjust torch 
body to be perpendicular to pipe. Now zero the z 
axis, raise z axis then jog machine to far end of 
pipe. Lower z axis to 0 and verify torch is just on 
top of pipe and centered. If it is not you need to 
adjust the legs accordingly. Repeat  as needed 
until torch is centered and pipe is level to gantry 
travel at both ends. Taking the time to make 
sure system is level to flat table and parallel to 
gantry travel is important. Once you have it set, 
you can  take measurements at known 
locations, to allow quick set up if you move the 
rotary. Or bolt rotary system to flat table or floor.

DTHC is not used in rotary.

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!IMPORTANT!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
 Be sure plasma work lead is clamped to the 
rotary frame work. (there is a bare metal tab)  Also verify 
your pipe/tube is clean where 
the chuck grips it, or you will not get a good arc.
Be sure to remember that the rotary is now the 
“Y” axis. So when in your drawing the “Y” axis 
will be wrapped around pipe, and “X” axis is the 
length of pipe. 
Note that "0" on “X” axis is set at the free end of 
your pipe, and as the “X” axis moves closer to 
the chuck it is "+" direction. This is opposite of 



the flat table. 
Many things are different in rotary, so please 
make sure you understand what the machine 
will do before you click run.
Make sure you use the rotary sheetcam to 
generate code!!!  This sheetcam profile is very 
similar to the flat table with just a few special 
features:
1.once a drawing is imported you need to click 
options, then rotary plasma. Choose round pipe, 
give outside dimensions (this is not nominal, but 
exact!) and wall thickness.
2.Create your operations like in the flat program.

3.Before you generate gcode, click the icon that is named 
rotary plasma. You should now see a 3d image of your 
pipe and parts. You can simulate the cut here. I 



recommend doing this till you are comfortable with rotary 
cutting.

Coordinate system:
X length of tube, free end is 0
Y Across tube, center is 0
Z Torch up and down , centerline of tube is 0
A rotation, user defined 0

Rotary to handle square/rectangular or round
The same setup applies as above with the exception that you 
do not need to unplug any motors. This system has 5 motors. 
There is only one square support. You still need to use the 
strap as above. Locate it between the square support and the 
chuck.



You will also need to leave travel when you move the gantry 
over to set up for rotary as you will be using the y axis also.
Make sure you have enough travel to cover 1/2 of your box 
sections widest dimension.
There is no home wswitches used in rotary, however after you
start control program you must click home for every axis.
Sheetcam is same as round only, however you have a choice 
of box section. Enter dimensions accurately.
Coordinate system:
X length of tube, free end is 0
Y Across tube, center is 0
Z Torch up and down , centerline of tube is 0
A rotation, widest section laying perfect horizontally is 0




